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Science in a Nutshell (because I know stuff)
The Big Bang: singularly unlikely
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle: he was uncertain; I have my doubts
Evolution: clearly, a work in progress
Turing’s Halting Problem: what is unknown shall remain unknown until it is known

Sightings (because I see stuff)
Deserted Desert Highway: dancing lights in the night sky, pulling over, I stared for... hours?
Finally, I figured it out: car headlights in the distance, as they came down the switchbacks on a
distant mountain road. The lengths they will go to. I mean, they built a highway that fast...
Broad Daylight: high noon, looking to the sky (called by the screams of a thousand dead, no
doubt), just in time to see a meteor, a comet, a fiery explosion as the sky lit up like a strobe.
Later, a missile test was reported on the news. Mission Success! Alien invaders, foiled again!
Flashing Lights: in the night sky, the classic UFO, quickly disappeared below the horizon.
Only to reappear moments later, the same, only different; one of those biplanes with advertising
lights scrolling along the underside wings, sent up to throw off the trail, I’m thinking.
Forest: middle of nowhere, sonic boom, rocketing along the tree line, gone in a flash. Every
week thereafter, a military jet-fighter followed the same flight path, coincidence, I think not
Foggy Day: on a hunch, a feeling, a premonition, looking up to witness ‘Wonder Woman’s
Invisible Airplane’ float silently by. Oh, sure, a prop-job landing at the airport, nearby
Fire: in the night sky, hanging, forever, the next day, the military said ‘maneuvers’, which I
suppose is the appropriate response to an alien attack: destroying their ships a hundred miles up...
City Street: wondering where I might go to see my next UFO, a yellow Countach Maserati goes
screaming by. Question asked. Question answered. And some folks think I make this stuff up

Pertinent Skills (because I get stuff done)
Boundless Willingness to Believe: try me, I love a good yarn, er, rather, a personal case history
Heck, I even have freehold possession of a Class II White Dwarf (somewhere in the vicinity of
the Armpit of Orion, I am told) courtesy of Mr GigglesWorth Galactic Enterprises, so if looking
for destination for that all important “getting to know you” first trip, we could always go there.
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